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CONSUMER PROTECTION BOARD 
MINUTES OF MEETING 

MARCH 15, 2017 
 

PRESENT:  Aronofsky, Jill 

   Clark, Larry 
   Ennis, Tiffany 
   Fornaro, Matthew (late) 
   Flynn, Michael 
   Geller, David (attended telephonically) 
   Greenberg, Ryann 
   Lerner, Beth (attended telephonically) 
   Molina-Macfie, Mary 

   Morguess, Joseph 
   Williams, Zoltan 
   Zucker, Ann (late) 
 
ABSENT:  Clark, Larry 
   Pesicek, Kristen 
 
PRESENT:  Wallace, Angela – Assistant County Attorney 

Halsey, Jeffrey -- Director of Environmental & Consumer 
Protection Division 

   Bosch, Lisa Z. -- Regulator Attorney Manager 
   Mosley-Cunningham, Kimberly -- Regulatory Attorney 
   Velez, Katrina -- Regulatory Attorney 
   O’Geen, Joseph -- Enforcement Supervisor 
   Cabieses, Carlos -- Paralegal 
   Pollard-Ulysse, Alberlean -- Paralegal 

 
At 9:30 a.m. the Consumer Protection Board Meeting was called to Order by 
Michael Flynn, Board Chair. 
 
The Roll Call was conducted and quorum was established. 
  
The Board meeting minutes from Wednesday, November 16, 2016 meeting were 
approved unanimously by the Board. 

 
The Board Chair introduced the newly appointed Board member, David Geller who 
replaced Mark Douglas. 
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The Board Chair introduced the new Division Director, Jeffrey Halsey. 
 
The Division Director requested the email address of the attendees via telephone 
who were in front of their computers to forward a copy of the Power Point 
presentation to follow along.  The director received David Geller’s email address.  

 
The Division Director, Jeffrey Halsey presented a Power Point presentation 
(attached hereto as Exhibit “A”) on the Division’s structure and positions within the 
organization, funding sources of the organization structure, and other funding 
sources.  Example:  the white boxes indicated on page 3 of the Power Point 
presentation are funded by Broward County; however, the other colors are funded 
by other funding sources. 
 

Other resources that fall under the Consumer Protection umbrella are as follows:  
motor vehicle repair shops, charitable organizations, pawnbrokers, health studios, 
sellers of travel, intrastate movers, professional surveyors & mappers, 
sweepstakes/game promotions, and telemarketers. 
 
Some other regulatory external divisions are:  Federal Trade Commission, Consumer 
Federation of America, Consumerist, and Elliot.org. 
 

We want to ensure that we are operating within our legal parameters which govern 
our Division.  The Rules – The Broward County Charter Citizens Bill of Rights.  
Article I, Section 1.04(o):  Consumer Protection and creation of the Broward County 
Consumer Protection Board; The Rules – Consumer Protection Code Chapter 20, 
Article VII, Code of Ordinance:  Section 20-169:  Powers of the Consumer 
Protection Board; Section 20-160(i):  Offers 35 examples of “Unfair or Deceptive 
Trade Acts or Practices”.  Examples of what is considered to be unfair or deceptive 
trade practices. 

 
The Division Director continued with the Division’s work flow as to the number of 
written complaints received and processed, the number of refunds returned to 
consumers, number of telephone calls/public contact, number of written complaints 
closed within a thirty (30) day time period, and the volume of internet 
correspondence. 
 
The Division Director further continued with the five (5) year goals of the team to 

advocate for those who are unable to do so for themselves, providing excellent 
customer service, the direction in which we hope to move the Division in, 
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reallocating existing resources in terms of grants and funding sources, integrate 
public & private resources and providing education out-reach to the community. 
 
Closing remarks from the Division Director, we want to avoid the pitfalls of 
“spreading ourselves so thin and becoming invisible” and to “do more things well 

instead of more things poorly”. 

 
The Division Director requested feedback from the Board. 
 
A discussion ensued that lead to various Board members questions:  what motivated 
this change now (A new Division Director was appointed), what was reorganized 
(the Division was condensed into three [3] division to narrow in on the overall 
Division’s prospective), clarification on what will the board be dealing with in terms 

of more consumer complaints then over-turning the denial of chauffer license – 
concerns as to this not being what was originally signed up for (we have not changed 
course yet, we are doing what we have always done – we are seeking the Boards 
perspective as to what would the Board like to do and see more of), would like 
consumers to be made aware of the Board’s existence and what they do (informed 
the Board of the new Twitter account opened to draw in consumers), would like 
variety (this is the purpose of our meeting to determine what variety we can offer 
within our parameters), are any of the programs tied to Federal funding as it is a 

concern that funding will be cut (not directly; however, if the funding source for a 
particular program is cut – we will have to reallocate other resources accordingly – 
a concern is placed on House Bill 17 which does away with all regulations for 
businesses), when will they receive more consumer complaints “type” of cases as 
there has only been one (1) or two (2) cases handled (again this is the purpose of 
this meeting to get feedback from the Board), if we are unable to assist them – do 
we direct the consumer to another resource (Yes), can we do an auto-reply for 
consumer@broward.org email with the Consumer Complaint Form attached to 

streamline the process of the Enforcement Supervisor having to respond to each of 
those emails and having to email back the Consumer Complaint Form (we will look 
into setting something like this up), is there any way they can ask the 
Commissioner’s to act as an Ambassador when they are speaking in the community 
to bring awareness of the Board’s existence (engaging the Commissioner’s is 
delegate grounds in terms of when presenting ideas’ – would have to be presented 
as a one [1] page summary), is there any possibility of the Commission’s increasing 
the number of appointee’s on the Board (Yes, there is always room to petition to 

change the rules), how many Board members are there (there are currently thirteen 
[13] members and there are some vacancies to be filled), wanted clarity on the Power 
Point slide # 10 of the thirty-five (35) categories, but they are only doing chauffer 

mailto:consumer@broward.org
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license (Assistant County Attorney, Angela Wallace outlined Code authority that 
governs the Board and the recent changes to Broward County’s Code of Ordinances.  
Attorney Wallace explained that recent changes to Broward County Ordinances is 
why the Board is hearing more denial appeals opposed to actual consumer 
complaints).  Jeff Halsey announced that we recently set up a Twitter account 

(Enforcement Supervisor provides the Broward Consumer Twitter account 
@BrowardECPD). 
 
Board Chair, Michael Flynn who is also a professor at Nova Southeastern University 
exemplified his experience in this market and the down turn of the economy.  Further 
provided his perspective on the importance Consumer Protection and how chauffer 
license perfectly falls under the umbrella of Consumer Protection and how 
regulating towing and auto body shops fall in that category.  The county has to 

determine how it falls under what the Board Panel can do – this is left to be decided.  
The Chair states that the most important part of what we do is to provide aid to the 
people that cannot afford to get aid elsewhere.  The more they are able to fulfill their 
purpose of being here, the more they can help to clear out cases to provide support 
to the consumer.  Advocated for education outreach and teaching.  Also stated they 
do not see enough consumer complaint cases.  He likes this Board and likes what he 
does with this Board.  The more they can be utilized, the more they can fulfill the 
purpose of why the commissioner’s appointed them to their positions.  Possibly 

doing public service announcement to bring awareness as the Board to the 
community or the consumer.  We can start with one (1) person at a time to get it 
done, in a positive perspective and likes the fact that there is “hope” to improve.  
Also states that it is hard to fill the vacancies sometimes.  Further states that whatever 
it takes, the Division has their full support and they are committed to the vision.  One 
of the ways to look the thirty-five (35) categories is to focus on one of the other 
categories over the other. 
 

The Division Director informed the Board that if we increase the demand of 
complaints before we have the resources to fulfill the demand – we run the risk of 
putting ourselves at a huge disadvantage.   
 
The Assistant County Attorney, sheds light on the Code that governs Board 
operation. 
 
The Director brings discussion to a close and turns the floor over to Carlos Cabieses 

for next action. 
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The Board Chair brings attention to the his summer internship program of his 
students interning with Broward County around May 15 – July 10, 2017 with an 
estimated ten (10) students.  He ask the Board if there are further questions.  He asks 
the Board Clerk when is the next Board meeting and asks whether there is an enough 
attendee’s for the Hearings. 

 
The Board Clerk, informs the Board of the next meeting which is May 17, 2017 and 
informs the Board Chair that we have enough attendee’s for the Hearing. 
 
Assistant County Attorney, Angela Wallace introduces herself and informs the 
Board she is filling in for Attorney Annika Ashton who is out on vacation. 
 
Board Chair brings meeting to a close and adjourned at 10:42 a.m. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Alberlean Pollard-Ulysse 
Division Paralegal 
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EXHIBIT “A”



Environmental 
Protection and 

Growth 
Management

Environmental 
Planning and 
Community 
Resilience

Environmental 
Engineering and 

Permitting

Environmental and 
Consumer 
Protection

Five Others

 Waste Management
 NPDES Permit
 Wetlands
 Surface Waters
 Wastewater
 Manatees
 Tree Preservation
 Cleanup
 Air Quality

 Monitoring
 Beach and Marine
 Water Resources 

Policy & Planning
 Climate and 

Energy

 Hazardous Materials
 Storage Tanks
 Wellfield Protection
 Consumer Protection
 Legal Support
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Field Licensing Legal
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Other Resources
 Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer 

Services, Division of Consumer Services regulates the 

following:

○ Motor vehicle repair shops

○ Charitable organizations

○ Pawnbrokers

○ Health studios

○ Sellers of travel

○ Intrastate Movers

○ Professional surveyors and mappers

○ Sweepstakes/game promotions

○ Telemarketers
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Other Resources
(Continued)

 Florida Office of the Attorney General Consumer 

Protection Division regulates the following:

 Multi-circuit violations of the Florida Deceptive and Unfair 

Trade Practices Act

 Partners with other state agencies and federal consumer 

enforcement agencies

 Responsible for enforcement of the civil provisions of the 

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization (RICO) 

Act against crimes such as illegal activities, fraud, and 

misleading advertising

 Regulatory enforcement includes: Medicaid Fraud 

Control, Potential Consumer Scams, Doctor-Lawyer 

Referral Services, Corporate retail. 
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Some others…

1. Federal Trade Commission

2. Consumer Federation of America

3. Consumerist

4. Elliot.org
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What Does Consumer Protection Do?
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Consumer Protection is a Broward County Citizen’s 
Right

 Protection of Consumer Rights. The County shall enact 
ordinances for protection of citizen consumer rights from unfair 
trade practices by all Persons.

Creation of the Broward County Consumer Protection 
Board

 Ordinance #81-77 (Section 20-167 – Consumer Protection 
Board), enacted August 11, 1981, designated as the Broward 
County Consumer Protection Code; creating the Consumer 
Protection Board

The Rules - The Broward County Charter 

Citizens Bill of Rights

Article I, Section 1.04(o)
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 Section 20-169: Powers of the Consumer Protection 

Board

 Cease and desist orders for unfair trade practices

 Hold hearings and conduct investigations

 Advise on consumer legislation and enforcement practices

 Recommend revocation/suspension of occupational 

licenses

 Upon request, issue advisory positions on trade practices

 Subpoena persons and evidence for investigations

The Rules – Consumer Protection Code

Chapter 20, Article VII, Code of Ordinances
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○Section 20-160(i): Offers 35 examples of “Unfair or 

Deceptive Trade Acts or Practices”

○Areas of Jurisdiction include:

Appliance Repair Shops

Check Cashing Services

Certain Landlord Tenant Disputes

Motor Vehicle Repair Facilities

Moving Companies

Kosher Foods

Towing/Immobilization
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An Example

 (2) It shall be an unfair or deceptive trade practice, by 
means of exaggerated variations in the comparative 
size, location or position of letters, figures or other 
markings or characters on any price tag, sign, poster, 
notice, display or advertisement or other public 
representation of any nature whatsoever, to mislead or 
deceive the public, as to the true nature, price, quantity, 
brand or character of any goods, wares, merchandise, 
services, facilities or accommodations, or as to the 
nature of, or the reason, if any is offered, for the sale or 
offering for sale, so being made to the public. 
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Broward County Environmental and 

Consumer Protection Division

Currently consists of three analysts as well as a 

shared supervisor and a shared attorney (down from 

11)

Responds to all consumer complaints in some 

manner

Accepts written complaints from consumers regarding 

alleged unfair and deceptive trade practices

Practically speaking…
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What Does Consumer Protection Do?
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1. Align with organizational perspective

2. Advocate for those unable to advocate for themselves

3. Live the Board Vision of excellent customer service

4. Find additional funding/resources

5. Educational outreach 

6. Prosecute orders issued from the Consumer 
Protection Board for money owed

7. Integrate with the Consumer Protection community

8. Do fewer things well instead of more things poorly

The Team’s Checklist
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What Does Consumer Protection Do?
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Discussion
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